Training
Module 19, EU CLP Labelling
18 & 19 May 2022: 09:15 – 12:45 BST
This Module will be delivered, live, online
The supply label is the primary means by which handlers and users of
products are made aware of the hazards to their health and the
environment. Following on from the classification of substances and
mixtures, it is imperative that products are correctly labelled.
This module covers the EU label elements including pictograms, signal
words, hazard statements and precautionary statements. Delegates
will be shown how to pull these elements together into a label which
is compliant in content and format. The module will also cover rules
for affixing of labels, languages, updating, and packaging requirements
including Tactile Warning Devices and Child Resistant Fastenings.
Who Should Attend?
This course, delivered live, online over two consecutive mornings, is
mainly aimed at those responsible for ensuring that supply labelling is
compliant and Safety Data Sheet writers.
It is recommended that delegates also attend Module 16 to gain a
complete understanding of CLP.
Benefits Of Attending?
Attendance on this series of modules will ensure that your SDSs and
labels meet the increasing expectations of both your customers and
the regulators. To ensure the most effective training with optimum
involvement in participative exercises, there will be a limit of 16 on the
number of students.
IOSH members are entitled to include this module in their continuing
professional development records.
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Label layout
Label dimensions
Affixing of labels
Derogations & exemptions
Packaging
Tactile Warning Devices and
Child Resistant Fastenings
Updating and record keeping
Disclosure and confidentiality
Future regulatory changes
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SAMPLE PROGRAMME
•

The Regulatory Framework
Exercise 1

•

The Classification System
Exercise 2

•

Label content

•

Label content and format

•

Exercise 3

•

Packaging

•

Some final points

•

Q & A Session

What You Will Learn
The module will include sessions covering the following topics:
• The regulatory framework
• The classification system
• Label elements such as:
o Product identifiers
o Supplier information
o Pictograms
o Signal words
o Hazard statements
o Precautionary statements
o Mixture contents
o Supplemental information such as UFIs
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Module Tutor
Louise Witter BSc (Hons), LL.B has been working in the field of
general quality, health, safety and environment for over 20 years and
specializes in SDS production. She has taught SDS producing staff
within all of the major production chemical companies servicing the oil
and gas industry as well as general chemical majors, small businesses
and universities. She has also been approved to instruct in the safe
carriage of dangerous goods by the Civil Aviation Authority,
Department for Transport and Scottish Qualifications Authority.
EU Brexit
The 'Brexit' outcome from the June 2016 referendum is unlikely to
affect the importance of compliance with EU legislation on
classification and safety data sheets. As is the case now, businesses
supplying chemicals in other EU Member States or in the European
Economic Area will continue to have to comply with European law.
The future requirements on those supplying chemicals only in the UK
may only become certain when the terms of the exit have been
agreed, however UK legislation is expected to remain aligned to EU
legislation, at least in the short term.
Module Presentation
We will deliver this training using online training software, which we
have used successfully for other CHCS training courses. There is no
charge to delegates for using the software. The licence cost is borne
by CHCS.
The sessions will run live and delegates can interact with the tutor and
other delegates using their device microphone. The tutor will use a
PowerPoint presentation, just as they would in face-to-face training.
We will provide you with copies of the presentation and all other
supporting documentation in advance of the training, by email. We will
provide you with a document giving more details about using the
software plus some tips for getting the best out of the day.

Participants need to bring an electronic copy of the Regulation (EC)
No 1272/2008 on Classification, Labelling and Packaging of
Substances and Mixtures, including Annexes on a laptop or tablet for
use during the exercises.
The latest consolidated version of the CLP Regulation can be
downloaded from:
https://echa.europa.eu/regulations/clp/legislation

Comments From Delegates
Attending Previous Courses
“Fantastic! The trainer was really well
prepared, took everything back to
basics and built on it. Great notes and
information packs.”
“Good logical progression through the
requirements with relevant exercises
to support understanding.”
“Training was detailed, interesting and
contained all relevant information”
“Good pace, answered individual
questions – tailored to everyone’s
needs”
Reserving A Place
Simply complete our online
Registration Form at:
www.chcs.org.uk/event-4524136 .
Courses are only available to CHCS
Members. Non-members can join
CHCS by completing our simple
online Membership Registration
form at: Join Us.
Our online training courses are
£275 (+VAT). We offer a
discounted price of only £250
(+VAT) which expires 6 weeks
before the date of the course.
Your Attention Is Drawn To These
Conditions
Delegates can be substituted at any time,
subject to payment of membership fee if
applicable. However, once booked, the full
fee is payable. As this is a limited space
training event refunds can only be made if
CHCS is notified in advance, and is able to
successfully re-offer the place to another
delegate.
CHCS reserves the right to alter or cancel
the programme due to circumstances
beyond our control. If CHCS cancels, then
refunds will be made.
We only accept Credit Card payment for
bookings made within 5 weeks of the
course date.
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